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ABSTRACT
This paper, which is written within a rigorously constructive framework, deals with preference
relations (strict weak orders) on a locally compact space X, and with the representation of such rela-
tions by continuous utility functions (order isomorphisms) from X into IR. Necessary conditions are
given for finding the values of a utility function algorithmically in terms of the parameters when
X is a locally compact, convex subset of lR iV. These conditions single out the class of admissible
preference relations, which are investigated in some detail. The paper concludes with some results
on the algorithmic continuity of the process which assigns utility functions to admissible preference
relations.
The work of this paper can be regarded as a recursive development of preference and utility
theory.
ADVICE TO THE READER
Most readers of this paper will prefer to gain from it an overview of the con-
structive approach to preference and utility. Such an overview might cover the
essentially nonconstructive nature of certain classical theorems, and the type of
additional hypotheses used to produce algorithmic versions of those theorems
where such versions are possible; but it would probably not require an explora-
tion of the technical details of most proofs in the paper. For such readers we
recommend the following path through the paper:
Sections I and 2 up to the statement of Theorem 1;
Section 3 up to the end of Example 2;
Section 4 up to the statement of Proposition 5, excluding all proofs on the
way;
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Section 5 up to the statement of Theorem 2; then from the statement of
Theorem 3 to the end of the paper.
1. INTRODUCTION
In traditional microeconomic theory, it is customary to assume (i) that the
individual consumer imposes on his consumption set X a relation > ranking
his preferences; and (ii) that the preference relation > can be represented by
a real-valued utility function u, so that x> y (x is preferred to y) if and only
if u(x) > u(y). Usually X will have some topological structure that allows fur-
ther assumptions of continuity and differentiability of u; in fact, in the classical
theory, X will be a convex subset of the euclidean space IRN .
Over the last 50 years, assumptions (i) and (ii) have given rise to a sizeable
literature, in which mathematicians and mathematical economists have
endeavoured to find necessary and sufficient conditions on a topological space
X, and a preference relation > on X, such that > can be represented by a con-
tinuous utility function [5,7,9,10,14,15,16,18]. From a pure mathematical
point of view, this problem reduces to that of finding conditions under which
there is a continuous order isomorphism from (X, » to (IR, > ), where X is a
topological space, > is a strict weak order on X, and> is the usual "greater
than" relation on IR. We prefer to use the terms "preference relation" and
"utility function", rather than "strict weak order" and "order isomorphism",
as an indication of the economic origin of the mathematical problems with
which we shall be concerned below.
In this paper we discuss preference relations and utility functions on a locally
compact metric space. The distinctive feature of our discussion is the rigorously
constructive framework within which it is presented (cf. [11)). In this connec-
tion it is pertinent to recall a sentence of Roberts (which, it must be admitted,
refers to a weaker notion of constructivity than ours):
If possible, the proof of a representation theorem should be constructive; it
should not only show us that a representation is possible, but it should show
us how actually to construct it. [17, p. 54]
From a classical standpoint, the interesting feature of a constructive ap-
proach to preference and utility theory is that it deals with questions such as
the following, which are not readily handled by traditional methods:
Are there conditions under which the value of a utility function can be found
algorithmically in terms of the parameters > (preference relation), and x (con-
sumption bundle)?
We shall prove in the final section of this paper that the answer to this question
is "yes", and that the algorithm yields a function which is continuous in the
parameters > and x.
One advantage of the constructive approach is that it often reveals classically
obscured distinctions of an algorithmic nature. For example, in Proposition 3
below, we discuss three conditions of local nonsatiation, each of which is
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classically equivalent to, but constructively stronger than, the usual notion of
local nonsatiation . One of these stronger conditions provides the data enabling
us to establish the continuity of the utility function referred to above.
The first problem in a constructive development of any theory is to find the
right definitions and conjectures. An earlier development (5) of a representa-
tion theory for a preference relation > on a locally compact, convex subset of
[RN required that > arise from a family ( >£) - called a preference system - of
relations on X, where the properties of >£ are designed to capture the intuitive
notion of "preference by an amount greater than e": As the existence of a utili -
ty function u for > implies that > arises from a preference system (the one
in which x> t: y if and only if u(x) > u(y) +e), and as we do not usually obtain
computational output without some associated computational input, it was
assumed in (5) that a prior property of degree of preference (such as that given
by a preference system) would be a sine qua non of a constructive proof of the
existence of a utility function. The development that follows from that assump-
tion is so involved, especially when compared with its classical counterpart, as
to suggest that there must be a better constructive approach to the theory of
preference relations and their representation.
Indeed there is: in Section 2 below, a utility function is constructed using only
properties of the preference relation and the consumption space, without any
notion of degree of preference. An improved version of the theorem in (5) can
then be derived as a simple corollary of the existence theorem for utility
functions.
The hypotheses of the latter theorem are studied in detail in Section 3. All
but one of those hypotheses are necessary for the existence of the utility func-
tion u. The remaining hypothesis, uniform local nonsatiation near compact sets
(ULN), turns out to be more interesting than the others: although it is classical-
ly equivalent to the usual property of local nonsatiation, there is an example
of a locally nonsatiated preference relation which is represented by a con-
tinuous utility function , but for which we cannot prove constructively that
ULN holds.
From a constructive point of view, this singles out the important class of ad-
missible preference relations on a locally compact space: those which satisfy
ULN and for which there exists a continuous utility function. In Section 4 we
show that an admissible preference relation and its upper contour sets are all
locally compact. This enables us to define, in Section 5, a natural metric on the
set P(X) of admissible preference relations on a locally compact space X.
When X is a locally compact, convex subset of [RN, the work of Section I
provides a construction of a mapping u from P(X) X X to [0, I), such that for
all > in P(X), u( >, .) is a utility function representing >. We end the paper
with some results on the continuity of this construction , To be precise, we prove
that u is pointwise continuous on P(X) x X; also, giving the set C(X, [0, I)) of
continuous maps from X into [0, I] a metric which classically induces the
topology of uniform convergence on compact sets, we prove that the map
>--> u( >, . ) is pointwise continuous on P(X).
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It remains in this introduction to explain more clearly the constructive
framework within which the rest of the paper is written. This framework was
erected by the late Errett Bishop some twenty years ago, and is based on the
thesis that a mathematical object exists if and only if we can produce an
algorithm for its construction. It is important to appreciate that Bishop's
mathematics uses only - but not all - methods acceptable to classical
mathematicians. (Of course, it does not use such nonconstructive principles as
the law of excluded middle!) Thus every proof or result that is constructive in
our sense is a valid algorithmic one in classical mathematics, and can be ap-
preciated by any classical mathematician (even one who does not subscribe to
Bishop's constructivist philosophy).
There are two other varieties of constructive mathematics of current interest:
Brouwer's intuitionistic mathematics, and the recursive constructive
mathematics (based on the Church-Markov-Turing thesis) of the Russian
School of Markov. Since each of these varieties can be regarded as a model of
Bishop's mathematics, there is the possibility of independence results relative
to the latter. This possibility is realised: there are statements which can be prov-
ed intuitionistically, but for which there are recursive counterexamples; two im-
portant statements in this category are
every function from a compact metric space into a separable metric space is
uniformly continuous,
and
every uniformly continuous function from a compact metric space into the
positive real line has a positive lower bound
[19, 3.12; 6, Ch. 6]. For such propositions we expect neither a constructive
proof nor, in the absence of some form of Church's thesis, a counterexample.
On the other hand, there are propositions which have both intuitionistic and
recursive proofs, but for which there is no known constructive proof: for exam-
ple, the proposition that every (constructively defined) function from a com-
plete, separable metric space into IR is pointwise continuous [19, 3.12; 13, Ch.
9, §3, Theorem 1]. Since intuitionistic and recursive mathematics each model
Bishop's mathematics, we certainly do not expect to find a constructive
counterexample to such a proposition.
In fact, pointwise continuity is too weak a notion for constructive applica-
tion; so we apply the single word continuous to those functions which act bet-
ween metric spaces and which are uniformly continuous on each compact
subset of their domain. Thus, to prove the continuity of a function f between
metric spaces (X, (» and (X', (>'), we must produce, for each compact subset K
of X, an operation c5 - called a modulus of continuity for f on K - such that
(>'(f(x),J(y))~ewhenever e>O, x and y belong to K, and (>(x,y)~c5(e). While
we know of no constructive proof that every function from a compact metric
space into a separable metric space is continuous in the sense just defined, out-
side the recursive context we do not expect to come across a function between
such spaces which fails to be continuous.
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It is worth stressing here that, since the Church-Markov-Turing thesis is for-
mally compatible with Bishop's constructive mathematics, the development
given below can be regarded as a fully recursive one. It may therefore provide
a first step towards an algorithmic development of preference and utility theory
that takes account of questions of computational complexity. However, we
make no claim to address such questions in this paper.
Conventions and notation. We assume that the reader has access to the con-
structive theory of the real line IR and metric spaces, as developed in Chapters
2 and 4 of [3]. The Prolog and Chapter 1 of [3], and the first few chapters of
[2], provide a sound introduction to Bishop's constructive mathematics. A
good reference for intuitionistic mathematics is [7]; developments of recursive
constructive mathematics are found in [1] and [13]; Chapters 1 and 6 of [6] con-
tain comparisons between all three varieties of constructive mathematics.
The reader should bear in mind that the constructive interpretation of many
terms is different from the classical one: in particular, a locally compact space
is a metric space in which each bounded set is contained in a compact set; such
a space is often called locally compact and countable at infinity in the classical
literature.
We denote the open and closed balls of centre a and radius r in a metric space
by 8(a,r) and B(a,r) respectively. We write IR+ for the set of positive real
numbers, lRo+ for the set of nonnegative real numbers, and rN + for the set of
positive integers. If (X, e) is a metric space, a E X, and sex, we write
e(a, S) == inf{e(a,x): XE S}
when the right-hand side exists. If e(a, S) exists for all a in X, then S is said
to be located in X, and its metric complement is the set
X - S== {XE X: f2(x, S»O}.
When the identity of the ambient space X is clear, we usually denote X - S
simply by <S.
A locally compact subset of a metric space is complete and located; a closed,
located subset of a locally compact space is locally compact [3, Ch. 4, 6.2 and
6.3].
The diameter of a compact metric space X will be written diam X.
2. REPRESENTING PREFERENCES ON SUBSETS OF [RN
Let X be a nonvoid set, and > a binary relation on X. Define an associated
binary relation ~ as follows:
x~y if and only if VZEX(y>Z~x>z).
Then x ~ x for all x in X, and ~ is transitive. For each x in X, define the cor-
responding upper contour set C(x) by
C(X)=={YEX:y ze}.
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We say that > is a preference relation, or a strict weak order, with associated
preference-indifference relation ~, if the following conditions are satisfied.
P I If x >Y, then Y > x is contradictory.
P2 If x >Y, then for each z in X either x> z or z >y.
In that case, > is transitive; x> x is contradictory; x> Y entails x ~Y; and x ~Y
if and only if y > x is contradictory. (Note that, as is seen by considering the
strict weak order> on IR, we cannot expect to prove constructively that if y ?- x
is contradictory, then x> y.)
Let > be a preference relation on X. By a utility function for > we mean
a map u: X -+ IR such that x> y if and only if u(x) > u(y); such a map is also
called an order isomorphism from (X, » to (IR, », and is said to represent> .
Clearly, every map u: X ..... IR is a utility function representing a unique
preference relation on X.
Now let> be a preference relation on a metric space (X, e). We say that>
is continuous if for each x in X the sets {ye X:y > x} and {y e X: x > y} are
open in X; in which case the sets {yeX:y~x} and {yeX:x~y} are closed
in X. Clearly, if > is represented by a continuous utility function, then > is
continuous.
We shall need the following property - uniform continuity on compact sets
- of our preference relation >:
UC If a,b e X, a> b, and K C X is compact, then there exists r> 0 such that
for a/l x,y in K with e(x,y) < r. either a> x or y >b.
Clearly, UC entails P2. If X is locally compact, then UC implies the continuity
of >. For in that case, given b in X with a > b, construct a compact set KcX
such that xe K if either e(a,x)~ I or e(b,x)~1, and choose r< 1 as in UC. If
e(a, x) < r, then either a >a or, as must be the case, x >b. Hence {xe X: x >b}
is open; as, similarly, is {xeX:b>x}.
Conversely, if > is continuous, then we can prove classically that it satisfies
UC. For if it does not, there exist points a, b of X with a> b, a compact set
KCX, and sequences (xn), (Yn) in K, such that for each n, e(xmYn)< lin,
x; ~ a, and b ~Yn' As K is compact, we may assume that (xn) converges to a
limit c; in K; then, clearly, (Yn) converges to C;. As > is continuous, we
therefore have c; ~ a > b ~ c;; whence c; >C;, a contradiction.
The following recursive counterexample shows that we cannot prove con-
structively that a continuous preference relation > on a compact space X
satisfies U'C,
EXAMPLE 1. Assuming the Church-Markov-Turing thesis, we can construct a
strictly increasing sequence (zn) of rational numbers in (0, I) that is eventually
bounded away from any given real number, in the sense that for each x in IR
there exist v,J such that Ix- Zn I~ J> 0 for all n~ v [6, Ch. 3, (3.1 )). For each
n let
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Define a uniformly continuous map un: [0, IJ -+ IR so that u; vanishes outside
[zn'z; + 2rn], un(zn) = un(zn + 2rn) = 0, un(zn + rn) = 1, and Un is linear in each of
the intervals [zm Zn + rn], [z, + rmZn + 2rn]. Let u be the pointwise continuous
map on [0, I] given by u(x) =1::= I Un' and let > be the preference relation on
[0, I] represented by u. Then as u is pointwise continuous, > is continuous. But
with a=x\ and b=Yl, we have a> b and, "for each n, IXn- Yn I:$I/n, x; ~ a,
b ~ Yn' Hence > does not satisfy (UC).
Note that in this example the utility function u is not uniformly continuous
(cf. Proposition 1 below). 0
We say that > is locally nonsatiated if for each x in X and each e> 0 there
exists y in X such that y >x and Q(x,y) < e. For our purposes, mere local non-
satiation is not enough; in order to prove the representation theorem below, we
need the stronger condition of uniform local nonsatiation near compact sets:
ULN For each compact K C X there exists an operation J from IR' to IR'
such that if s > 0, a and b are points of K, x E C(a) nK, and
Q(a, b):$ J(e), then there exists y >b such that Q(x,y):$ e.
Clearly, if ULN holds, then> is locally nonsatiated. On the other hand, for
a continuous preference relation > on a metric space. (X, Q), condition ULN is
classically equivalent to local nonsatiation. For if > is continuous and ULN
fails to hold, then classically there exist a compact subset K of X, a positive
number s, and sequences (an)' (bn), and (xn) in K, such that for each n,
Q(an,bn)<I/n, xn~an' and Q(xn,y)~e whenever y r b., Since K is compact,
we may assume that (an) and (xn) converge to points a, x of K respectively;
whence, clearly, (bn) converges to a. Choose ~ such that ~ >x and Q(x,~)< el2.
Then for all sufficiently large n we have e(xn'~)< el2, and therefore
Q(~,y»e/2 for ally>bn. On the other hand, asxn~an for all n, and as > is
open, we have x ~ a. Thus ~ > a; so that ~ > b; for all sufficiently large n, and
therefore Q(~,~)> el2. This contradiction establishes ULN classically.
We shall return to condition ULN in Section 3, once its significance for the
representation of preferences has been established, in the following theorem.
THEOREM 1. Let X be a locally compact, convex subset of IR N, and let > be
a preference relation on X satisfying UC and ULN, such that C(x) is locally
compact for all x in a dense subset A of X. Then for all x in X, C(x) is locally
compact, and
u(K,x) =sup{Q(~, C(x»: ~ E K}
exists for each compact subset K of X. Moreover, if X = U:_I Bn, where each
B; is compact, then
00
u(x) =1: 2- nu(Bmx)/(l + u(Bn,x»
n = 1
defines a continuous utility function u: X -+ [0, 1J representing >.
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The proof of this theorem depends on the following two lemmas.
LEMMA 1. Let X be a locally compact, convex subset of [RN, A a dense subset
of X, and K a compact subset of X. Let r be a positive number, and define
L== {xEX:e(x,K)~r}.
Then L nA is dense in L.
PROOF. Given x in Land e in (0, r), choose y in K such that Ilx- yi< r + s:
choose also t in (0,1) such that e/(r+e)<1<2e/(r+e) . Setting z==(I-t)x+ty,
we see that z E X , by convexity, and that
e(z, K) -s li z- yll = (l - t) llx - yll < (l - t)(r + e) < r.
It readily follows that there exist points of L n A arbitrarily close to z. Since
also
[z -x~ = tllx - yll < t(r+ e)<2e,
there exist points of L n A within 2e of x. As e and x are arbitrary, the result
follows. D
LEMMA 2. Let X be a locally compact, convex subset of [RN, and> a con-
tinuous preference relation on X that satisfies uc. Let BeX be compact, and
let a, b be points of B with a >b. Then there exists a> 0 such that if x E C(a) ,
f, E B, and b ~ f" we have [x - f,II > IIY - f,i + a for some y >b.
PROOF. Choose s>diam Band R>O such that Ixl~R whenever e(x,B)~2s.
Choose also r in (0, 2R) such that if x,y E 8(0, 2R) and Ilx- yll< r, then either
a> x or y >b. Let t == r/4R and a == tr/Z, Consider any x in C(a) and any f, in
B such that b ~ f,. Either Ilx~ > R or ixi < 2R. In the former case,
Ilx - f, II ;::: II x - a ll - lI a - f,1 ;:::e(x,B) - diam B
;:::2s-s> diam B;::: Ila- f,11.
Since Iiall < 2R (as a E B) and a E C(a), clearly we may assume that [x] < 2R. For
such x, set
y==(l-t)x+tf,.
Then y E X, by convexity, and
Ilx-y~ =tllx-f,11 ~I( ixll + WI)~3RI<r.
As x ~ a, it follows from our choice of r that y >b . Also, II y - f,1= (1 - t) lIx- f,L
so that
[x - f, II = II y - f, II + t [x - f,II·
Since [x - f, II ;::: r by our choice of rand f" the desired result now follows. D
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We are now able to give the
PROOF OF THEOREM I. First note that > is locally nonsatiated, as it satisfies
ULN. The rest of the proof is in several steps.
STEP 1. If B C X is compact, then the map (~, x) --+ e(~, C(x» is uniformly con-
tinuous on B x (B n A).
Choose a compact set KCX such that yeK for all y in X with e(y,B)::;
diam B. Let 0 be as in condition ULN. Given e> 0, consider points (~, a) and
(I'/,b) of BX(BnA) such that
(*) 11 (~, a) - (I'/, b)il < mi n { e, o(e ) } .
Suppose that e(~,Ctb; > e(~, C(a» + e, and choose x in C(a) so that
e(~,C(b»>~x-~II +e. Then
e(x, B)::; Ilx - ~ II < e(~, C(b»::; ib - ei ::; diam B,
so that x e K. By ( *) and our choice of 0, there exists y >b such that Ix - y ~ -se.
Then
a contradiction. Hence, in fact, e(~, C(b»::; e«, C(a» +e. Similarly, e(~, C(a»::;
e(e, C(b» + s; whence
le(~,C(a» -e(I'/, co» I::; l e (~, co» -e(I'/, C(b» I
by (*) . As e is arbitrary, we have completed Step 1.
STEP 2. For each x in X, C(x) is located, and u(K, x) exists whenever K eX
is compact.
It follows from Step I, Lemma 1, and [3, Ch. 4, 4.9) that the map (~,x)--+
e(~,C(x» on X x A extends to a continuous map rp of X x X into lRo+ • As >
is continuous, for all ~,x in X we have rp(e, x)::; Iy - ~ II whenever y >x, and
therefore, by local nonsatiation, whenever y ~ x, On the other hand, given e» 0,
we can choose x ' in A such that x' >x and
e«, C(x'» == rp(~, x ') < rp(~, x) + e.
(This choice is possible as rp is continuous, > is continuous and locally non-
satiated, and A is dense in x.) Hence there exists y in C(x') such that
Ii y - ell< rp(~, x) + e. As y >x, and e is arbitrary, it follows that e«, C(x» exists
and equals rp(~,x). Since qJ( . ,x) is continuous, its supremum over any compact
KCX exists, by [3, Ch. 4, 4.3).
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STEP 3. If KcX is compact, then u(K, .) is a continuous map of X into the
nonnegative real line.
Let w be a modulus of continuity for ({J on KxK, and consider points X,Y
of K with Ilx - yll < w(e). For all ~ in K,
e(~, C(x» ~eR, C(y» + 1({J(~,x) - ({J(~,y)1 ~ u(K,y) +e.
Hence u(K, x) ~ u(K,y) + e. Similarly, u(K,y) ~ u(K, x) + e: it follows that
Iu(K, x) - u(K,y)1 s;e.
STEP 4. If K C X is compact, Z E K, and a> b ~ Z, then u(K, a) > u(K, b).
Let Be X be a compact set containing K U {a,b}, and choose a as in Lemma
2. Applying that lemma, we have
u(K, a)~ e(z,C(a» ~ e(z, C(b» + a,
so that u(K, a) ~ a. Either u(K, a)> u(K, b) or u(K, a) < u(K, b) + a. In the latter
case, choosing ~ in K so that e(~,C(b» + a> u(K, a), we have e(~,C(b» > 0;
whence b ~~, and therefore
u(K, a)~ e(~, C(a» ~e(~,C(b» + a,
by the choice of a. This contradicts our choice of ~, and ensures that
u(K, a) > u(K, b).
STEP 5. If KcX is compact, and u(K, a) > u(K, b), then a>b.
Choose ~ in K so that
e(~,C(a» > u(K, b) ~ e(~, co» ~ 0,
and note that a ~~. As >is locally nonsatiated, we can choose x such that x >b
and
e(~,C(a» > ~x- ~II ~e(~, C(x».
Either x> a or a> b. The former alternative is ruled out since it implies that
e(~,C(x» ~ e(~,C(a». Hence we must have a> b.
To complete the proof of Theorem I, let (B n ) be a sequence of compact sets
whose union is X, and define the map u: X -+ [0, II by setting
0<>
u(x)= L 2 -n u(Bn,x)/(l + u(Bnox»
n==1
for all x in X. Since u(Bno . ) is continuous for each n, and the series defining
u is uniformly convergent on X, we see that u is continuous. Consider x,y with
x> y. If either u(Bnoy) > 0 or yE Bn, then y ~ ~ for some ~ in Bn, and therefore
u(Bn,x»u(Bnoy), by Step 4. Thus for each n, as u(Bnox)~O, we have
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u(Bn,x)~u(Bn'Y). Since YEBn for some n, it follows that u(x»u(y). Con-
versely, if u(x) > u(y), then u(Bno x) > u(Bnoy) for some n; so that x >y, by Step
5. Thus u is a continuous utility function for >. D
We leave to the Appendix a demonstration that the above theorem leads to
an improved version of the main result of [5].
3. LOCAL NONSATIATION AND OTHER CONDITIONS
Are the conditions of Theorem I necessary for the existence of a continuous
utility function representing a locally nonsatiated preference relation on a local-
ly compact, convex subset of IR N ?
PROPOSITION I. Let X be a metric space, and > a preference relation on X
that is represented by a continuous utility function u. Then > satisfies uc.
PROOF. Let a >b, and let K C X be compact. Let w be a modulus of continui-
ty for u on K, let r=w(Hu(a)-u(b))), and consider x,y in K with e(x,y)<r.
Either u(a) > u(x), in which case a >x; or else u(x) > t(u(a) + u(b». In the latter
case,
u(y) ~ u(x) - t(u(a) - utb) > u(b);
whence y >b. D
A mapping u of a metric space (X, (!) into a metric space is locally noncons-
tant if for each x in X and each e> 0, there exists y in X such that e(x,y) < e
and u(x)=1=u(y). Clearly, a utility function representing a locally nonsatiated
preference relation on a metric space is locally nonconstant.
PROPOSITION 2. Let X be a locally compact, convex subset of IRN, and > a
preference relation on X that is represented by a continuous, locally noncons-
tant utility function u. Then C(x) is locally compact for a/l x in a dense subset
of X.
PROOF. Let (rn ) be a strictly increasing sequence of positive numbers tending
to infinity, such that Bn=XnB(O,rn) is compact for each n. By [3, Ch. 4,
4.9), there exists a sequence (an) of real numbers such that if a =1= a, for each
i, then for each n, {xEBn:u(x)~a} is either compact or empty. Let
A={XEX:U(X)=1=an for each n}.
Then A is dense in X: for if XEX and c;>O, there exists y in X such that
~x-yll <c; and u(y)=1=u(x); since X is convex and u is continuous, it readily
follows that there exists z in X such that Ilx- z] < e and u(z) =1= an for each n (cf.
[4, Ch. 2, 3.3)).
We prove that C(a) is locally compact for each a in A. First, observe that as
u is continuous, C(a) is closed in X. Thus it remains to prove that C(a) is
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located in X. To this end, fix c; in X, and choose k so that a, c; e Bi ; and
~c;-x~>IIc;-ai whenever ~x~>rk-l. Then
C= {xeBk: u(x)~u(a)}
is compact, as aeA. Also, by our choice of k, we have Ilc;-x~~e(c;,C)
whenever x> a. Since Ce C(a), it follows that e(c;, C(a» exists and equals
e(c;, C). Thus C(a) is located, as c; is arbitrary. 0
We have still to discuss the condition ULN that enters the hypotheses of
Theorem 1.
PROPOSITION 3. Let > be a preference relation on a locally compact space
(X, e), and u a continuous utility function representing >. Then each of the
following two conditions is equivalent to that of uniform local nonsatiation
near compact sets (ULN).
(ex) For each compact BeX and each e>O, there exists y in X such that
e(y, B) < e and y >x for all x in B.
(p) For each compact K e X, there exists an operation A from IR + to IR + such
that if r> 0 and xe K, then there exists y in X with e(x,y) < rand
u( y) > u(x) + A(r).
We shall postpone the proof of Proposition 3 until we have discussed condi-
tions ULN, (ex), and (p) in more detail.
Each of these conditions in clearly a strong form of local nonsatiation. Since,
as we observed in Section 2, ULN is classically equivalent to local nonsatiation,
it follows from Proposition 3 that if also > is represented by a continuous utili-
ty function and X is locally compact, then each of the conditions (ex) and (p)
is classically equivalent to local nonsatiation. Under these extra hypotheses,
conditions ULN, (ex), and (p) are also equivalent to local nonsatiation in intui-
tionistic mathematics. To see this, assume that > is locally nonsatiated, and
consider any compact set BeX and any e>O. Choose r such that O<r<e and
the set
K= {xeX: e(x,B):sr}
is compact, and let
M=sup{u(x) :xeK}.
Then M - u(x) > 0 for each x in B, by local nonsatiation. Hence, intuition-
istically,
inf{M- u(x) :xeB} >0
[6, Ch. 6, (2.8)]. Thus sup{u(x) :xeB} <M; whence there exists yin K such
that u(y»u(x), and therefore y >x, for each x in B. Clearly, e(y,B)<e.
The following recursive counterexample dashes any hope we might entertain
of proving that ULN, and hence each of conditions (ex) and (P), is constructive-
ly equivalent to local nonsatiation.
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EXAMPLE 2. Assuming the Church-Markov-Turing thesis, we can construct a
uniformly continuous map f: [0, 1]---> IR such that f(x)<M= supf for each x in
[0, I]: this readily follows from [6, Ch. 6, (2.9)]. Let X be [0, I] x lRo+ , a locally
compact, convex subset of the euclidean space 1R2• Define a continuous map
U : X ---> IR by setting
for all x=(Xt,X2) in X, and let> be the unique preference relation on X that
is represented by u. Then > is open and locally nonsatiated, and u(x) < M for
each x in [0, I] x [0,2).
Taking B= [0, 1] x {O} (a compact, convex subset of X), we see that to each
y in X with e(y, B) < I there corresponds x in B with x> y. Thus condition (a)
of Proposition 3 fails to hold.
It follows from Proposition 3 that ULN and (p) also fail to hold in this exam-
ple. In fact, we can find strong counterexamples to each of ULN and (fJ) in this
case. To deal with (P), take K= [0, I] x {O}, and choose a sequence (xn) in K
such that u(xn»M-lln for each n. Then u(y)<u(xn)+ lin for all n and all
y with Ilxn - yll< I; this contradicts (P).
Now consider the compact, convex subset K =[0, I] x [0,2] of X, and the
points b =(0, 2) and an=(0,2 - IIn) of K. As u(an) < u(b) = M, there exists x; in
[0, I] x {O} such that u(xn»u(an). Thus x; belongs to C(an)nK. Clearly,
Ilxn - y~ ~ 2 for all yin C(b). Since also ian - bll--->O as n ---> 00, we have a recur-
sive counterexample to ULN. 0
Before proving Proposition 3, we need one more lemma.
LEMMA 3. Let (X,e) be a locally compact space; let> be a preference rela-
tion on X that is represented by a continuous utility function u and that satisfies
condition ULN; let BcX be compact; and let R>O. Then there exist c; in Band
a in (0, R) such that E(c;,a) is compact and
sup{ u(x): XE B(c;,a)} ~ sup{ u(x): XE B}.
PROOF. Choose r in (0, R12) such that
K= {XEX: e(x,B)~r}
is compact, and then let J be as in ULN. Let {al, ... ,am } be a J(RI2)-
approximation to B. Since > is locally nonsatiated,
u(ai)<sup{U(X) :xEK}
for i = I, ... , m, so there exists Xo in K such that u(xo) > u(ai) for each i. Choose
c; in B such that e(Xo, c;)< t(r+ tR), and choose a such that r12+ 3RI4<a<R
and B(c;,a) is compact. For each y in B there exists i such that
e(y, ai) < J(R12); as Xo E K and Xo > a., it follows from ULN that there exists Z
such that e(xo,z)<RI2 and Z >y. We have
e(c;, z) ~e(c;,xo) + e(xo, z) < Hr+ tR) + tR < a,
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so that Z E B(~, a). Also,
sup{ u(x) : x E B(~, a)} ~ u(z) > u(y).
Since Y is arbitrary, we obtain
sup] u(x) : x E B(~, a)} ~ sup{ u(x) : x E B}. ~l
We now give the
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3. Assuming that (a) holds, let K be a compact subset
of X, and r a positive number. Write K as a union of finitely many compact
sets B}, ... , BN , each of diameter at most r/2 [3, Ch. 4, 4.8]. For each i with
I ~i~N, choose points Yi'Z; of X such that Q(Yi, Bi)<rl2, Q(z;,Bi)<rl2, and
z, >Yi >x for all x in B;; this is possible in view of (a). Set
A(r)==min{u(Zi) - U(Yi): I ~i~N};
then A(r»O. Consider any point x of K, and choose i such that xEB;. We
have
and
U(Zi) ~ U(Yi) +A(r) > u(x) + A(r).
Thus (p) obtains.
Next assume (13). Let K C X be compact, let A be as in (P), and let w be a
modulus of continuity for U on K. Given e> 0, consider points a,b,x of K
such that x ~ a and Q(a, b) ~ J(e) == w(A(e». We have u(x) ~ u(a) and
lu(a)-u(b)I~A(e). Choosing Y so that Q(x,y)<e and u(Y»U(x)+A(e), we
therefore obtain
u(y) > u(a) + A(e) ~ u(b);
whence Y >b, and so ULN holds.
Finally, assume ULN, let BcX be compact, and let e>O. By Lemma 3, there
exist x, in B and a, in (0,e/4) such that B}==B(xl>a}) is compact and
M} == sup{u(x): XE B(} ~M==sup{u(x):XE B}.
Applying Lemma 3 recursively, construct a sequence (xn ) in X and a sequence
(an) of positive numbers, such that for each n,
(a) O<an<el2n+},
(b) Q(xnoxn+ ()~an'
(c) B; == B(xno an) is compact,
(d) Mn==suP{U(X):XEBn}~M.
Then for m > n we have
m-I m I
Q(xm,xn)~ L Q(Xk>Xk+})< L el2k+'<el2n.
k=n k-n
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Thus (xn ) is a Cauchy sequence, and so converges to a point X oo of X such that
e(xoo,xn)~eI2n for each n. Hence
e(Xoo, B) ~e(Xoo,Xl)~ e/; < e.
Suppose that u(xoo)<M, and write a=t(M-u(xoo»' Choose r>e so that
K= {XE X: e(x,B)~r}
is compact, and let w be a modulus of continuity for u on K. Choose a positive
integer N so that e12N- 1<w(a). For each x in BN we have
e(x, B) ~e(X,XN)+e(XN,XI )<eI2N+ 1 + el2<e;
whence x E K. Also
e(x,xoo)~e(X,XN)+e(Xoo,XN) ~eI2N, 1+ el2N<el2N - 1<w(a).
Hence u(x)~u(xoo)+a=M-a for all x in BN, and therefore MN~M-a.
Since this contradicts (d), we must have u(xoo) ~M. As > is locally non-
satiated and e(xoo, B) < e, there exists y in X such that e(Y, B) < e and u(y) >
u(x oo )~M. Hence y >x for each x in B, and so (a) holds. This completes the
proof of Proposition 3. 0
4. ADMISSIBLE PREFERENCE RELATIONS
Example 2 and the remarks preceding it show that within the framework of
Bishop's constructive mathematics, we cannot expect either to prove or to
disprove the equivalence of local nonsatiation and condition ULN for a
preference relation > represented by a continuous utility function u on a locally
compact space X. This leads us to the following definition: a preference relation
on a locally compact space X is admissible if it is represented by a continuous
utility function and is uniformly locally nonsatiated near compact sets.
Admissible preference relations have several useful properties: for example,
their representation by a continuous utility function ensures that they are con-
tinuous. Also, all their upper contour sets are locally compact; before we can
establish this fact, we need a simple lemma on locatedness.
LEMMA 4. Let Y be a subset of a metric space (X, e), and let a E X. Suppose
that for each e > 0 there exist points ~I> ... , ~n of Y such that for each y in Y,
there exists i with e(a,y) > eta. 0 - e. Then e(a, Y) exists.
PROOF. Consider any real numbers a,p with a z-B, and set e=Ha-p).
Choose ~l' ... , ~n as above. Either e(a, ~i) < a for some i, or else e(a, ~i)> P+ e
for all i. In the latter case, we have e(a,y) >P for all y in Y, by our choice of
~l""'~n' Thus e(a, Y)=inf{e(a,y):YE Y} exists, by the constructive least-
upper-bound principle [3, Ch. 2, 4.3]. 0
PROPOSITION 4. The upper contour sets of an admissible preference relation
on a locally compact space are locally compact.
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PROOF. Let > be an admissible preference relation represented by a con-
tinuous utility function U on a locally compact space (X, e), and consider any
point x, of X. Since > is continuous, C(x,) is closed in X; it therefore suffices
to prove that e(a, C(Xl» exists for any a in X. To this end, let e> 0 be ar-
bitrary, and choose r>O so that
is compact. Choose also R > e so that
K= {xeX: e(x,A)~R}
is compact. Let the operation A be as in condition (P) of Proposition 3. Since
x, eACK, there exists Yt such that e(XllYt)<el2 and u(YI»u(xI)+A(el2).
Clearly, Yt e K. Thus, using the continuity of u, we can find c with
O<c<A(el2) such that
S= {xeK: u(x)~U(Xl) +c}
is compact. Let {~l""'~n} be an el2-approximation to S, and note that
~ie C(x,) for each i, as > is represented by u. In view of Lemma 4, it is
enough to prove that for each x in C(x,) there exists i such that
e(a, x) >e(a, ~i) - e.
Given x in C(XI), we have either e(x,A»O or e(x,A)<R/2. In the former
case, e(a,x»e(a,xt); since Xl e C(Xl) and e(xI,A)<RI2, we may therefore
assume that e(x, A) < R/2. Then there exists Y in K such that e(x,Y) < el2 and
u(y) > u(x) +A(e/2) > U(Xl) + c.
Hence y e S, and so e(y, ~i)< el2 for some i. For this i, we have
e(a, x) ~ e(a, ~i) - e(x,Y) - e(y, ~i)
>e(a, ~i) - el2 - el2 = e(a, ~i) - e.
This completes the proof. 0
The proof of Theorem 1 contains a demonstration that if X is a locally com-
pact, convex subset of IRN , and > is a preference relation on X satisfying UC
and ULN, such that C(x) is locally compact for all x in a dense subset of X,
then C(x) is located, and hence locally compact, for all x in X. Naturally, in
that demonstration no use is made of the utility function which is then under
construction; however, essential use is made of the convexity of X.
The next result, whose proof is similar to that of Proposition 4, will enable
us to construct a natural metric on the set of admissible preference relations on
a given locally compact space.
PROPOSITION 5. If > is an admissible preference relation on a locally com-
pact space (X, e), then the corresponding preference-indifference relation ~ is
a locally compact subset of X x X.
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PROOF. Let U be a continuous utility function for >. As > is continuous, ~
is closed in X x X; it therefore suffices to prove that eta. ~) exists for any a
in Xxx. Accordingly, consider any e>O. Fix Z==(ZI,Z2) with Z, >Z2' and
choose positive numbers r, R with R > e such that the sets
A == {XE Xx X: g(a,x):sg(a, z) + r},
B== {xEXxX:g(x,A):sR},
and
are compact, where 111 is the first coordinate projection of X x X. Let the
operation A be as in condition (fJ) of Proposition 3. Choose c with
0< c< min{A(e/2), U(ZI) - U(Z2)},
such that
s== {(X),X2) E B: u(x) ~ U(X2) + c}
is compact, and let {<(I), ... , <In)} be an e/2-approximation to S. Then <(i)
belongs to ~ for each i, since > is represented by u, In view of Lemma 4, it
will suffice to prove that for each x in ~ there exists i such that
g(a, x) >eta. «il) - e.
Given X==(XI,X2) in ~, we have either g(x,A»O or g(x,A)<RI2. In the
first case, g(a, x) > g(a, z), and we need only choose i so that g(z, «il) < e/2.
(Note that Z belongs to S.) In the second, g(xl,lll(A»<RI2, and therefore
XI EK. Thus there exists x; such that g(xl,x;)<el2 and
u(x;» U(XI) + A(e/2)~ U(X2) + c.
Then (x;, X2) ES; whence there exists i such that g«x;, X2), <(i» < e/2 and
therefore
g(a, x) ~ g(a, <(i» - g«x;, X2), «il) - g(x, (x;, X2»
>g(a, <(i» - el2 - g(x),x;) >g(a, <(il) - e.
This completes the proof. 0
5. CONTINUITY OF REPRESENTATIONS
In order to discuss the continuity of the assignment of utility functions to
preference relations, we need some knowledge of the constructive theory of the
one-point compactification of a locally compact space. Details of this theory
are found in [3, Ch . 4, Section 6]; the following information will suffice for our
purposes.
A one-point compactijication of a locally compact space (E, g) consists of a
compact space (Y, d), a point w of Y, and a continuous injection i: E ---+ Y such
that
(a) i(E)=Y-{w},
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(b) d(w, i(K»>O for each compact KcE,
(c) the inverse j: i(E) ..... E of the map i is continuous on each compact
subset of i(E).
The point co is then called the point at infinity, and the map i the inclusion map,
of the one-point compactification. Where no confusion is likely, we refer to the
space Y itself as a one-point compactification of E.
Every locally compact space has a one-point compactification which is essen-
tially unique [3, Ch. 4, 6.8 and Problem 18].
Given a locally compact space (X, e), we denote the set of admissible
preference relations on X by P(X). We define a metric on P(X) as follows. Let
(Y, d) be a one-point compactification of Xx X with point at infinity wand in-
clusion map i. Then for each locally compact subset 5 of X x X, the closure 1(5)
of i(5) U {w} in Y is compact. Thus, by Proposition 4, we can define
D( >, >')=d(l( ~ ),I( ~ '»
for all >, >'E P(X), where d is the usual Hausdorff metric on the set of com-
pact subsets of Y [3, Ch. 4, Section 4], and ~,~' are the preference-
indifference relations corresponding to >, >' respectively. It is easy to show
that D is a metric on P(X); classically, D induces the topology of closed con-
vergence on P(X) [12, page 19, Theorem 2].
If Y' is another one-point compactification of XxX, with point at infinity
co' and inclusion map i', then there is a unique homeomorphism ({J of Yonto
Y' such that ({J(w) =co' and ({J 0 i = i', It readily follows that replacing Y by Y'
in the definition of the metric on P(X) produces a metric equivalent to D.
We also need a metric on the set C(X, [0, I)) of continuous mappings from
X into [0, I]. The metric we give to C(X, [0, I)) is a very natural one, associated
with the norm defined on C(X, [0, I]) by
00
Ilfl =~ 2- n IIfl18n
n= 1
for each f in C(X, [0, I)), where for each compact KcX,
UIK=sup{lf(x)1 :xEK}.
Note that if K C X is compact and e> 0, then there exists r»°such that
if- giK<t: whenever J,g E C(X, [0, I)) and if-gil <r.
We are now in a position to state the main result of this section.
THEOREM 2. Let X be a locally compact, convex subset of IR N, and (Bn ) a se-
quence of compact sets whose union is X. For each admissible preference rela-
tion > on X define u( >,.):X ..... [0, 1] by
00
u( >, x) =~ 2- n u( >, Bn> x)/(l + u( >, Bn> x».
n ~ I
Then u( >, . ) is a continuous utility function representing >, and each of the
following mappings is pointwise continuous:
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(i) the mapping >-+ u( >,.) of P(X) into C(X, [0, I));
(ii) the evaluation mapping (>,x)-+u( >,x) of P(X) xX into /R.
Note that for each compact subset B of X, u( >, B,x) is the supremum, as {
runs over B, of the distance from { to the upper contour set of x relative to >.
We now prove a succession of lemmas that will lead to a proof of Theorem 2.
LEMMA 5. Let A C X be compact . Then there is an operation 8 from /R + to
/R+ such that
sup{g(x, »:XE >/n(A xA)}<e
whenever e> 0, > and >/belong to P(X), and D( >, >/) < 8(e).
PROOF . Let (Y, d) be the one-point compactification of X x X , with point at
infinity wand inclusion map i, in terms of which the metric D is defined.
Choose r with O<r<td(w,i(A xA» such that
S= {YE Y : d(w,y)~r}
is compact. Let Os be a modulus of continuity for jon S, where j is the inverse
of the map i. Given e>O, write
8(e)=min{r, Os (el2)} .
Consider >, >/ in P(X) with D(>, >/)<O(e), and any x=(x!,x2) in
>/n (A x A). There exists z in i( >)U {w} with d(i(x), z) < 8(e). Then
d(z. w) ~ d(i(x), w) - d(i(x), z) > 2r - r = r,
and so z E i( » n s. Also, i(x) E S, by our choice of r; and if y=j(z), then
d(i(x), i (y » < Os (s/z), so that g(x. »::s Ix - yl::s el2. Hence
sup{g(x, » :XE >/n(A xA)}::sel2<e. 0
In the following, if > is an admissible preference relation on a locally com-
pact space X, we will write
L= {(x,y) EXXX:y 2x}
and
C( >.x)= {YEX:y >x} .
If >/ also is admissible, the notations L' and C( >/,x) will have the obvious
meaning.
LEMMA 6. If > is an admissible preference relation on a locally compact
space X, then L is located, and> is the metric complement of L in XxX.
PROOF . Since the map (x,y) -+ (y, x) of 2 onto L is a metric equivalence, it
follows from Proposition 5 that L is locally compact and hence located. As >
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is open, e«x,Y), L) > 0 whenever x >Y; so > is contained in - L. On the other
hand, if 0< r=e«x,Y), L), then, choosing y' such that e(y,y') < rand y' >Y, we
have either y' > x or x> y. But the former alternative is ruled out as it entails
the contradiction
e«x,y), L) :5e«x,y), (x,y'» = e(y,y') < r.
Hence x> y, and so - L is contained in >. il
LEMMA 7. Let X be a locally compact space, K a compact subset of X, and
r>O. There exists t>O such that ifx.y e K, >, >'are admissible, e«x,y),L)~r,
and D(>, >')<t, then x>'y.
PROOF. Choose a compact set sc:X such that ZE S whenever e(z, K)< r12. By
Lemma 5, there exists t > 0 such that if>, >' are admissible and D( >, > ') < t,
then
Consider such >, >', and points x,y of K such that e«x,y), L) ~ r. Either
e«x,y),L'»O, in which case x> 'y by Lemma 6; or else e«x,y), L')<rI2. The
latter alternative can be ruled out. For if it obtained, as >'is locally nonsatiated
there would exist x"y, such that e(X,Xl) <rI2, e(Y,Yl)<rl2, and y, >'x,.
Then Xl,Yl ES, so that by our choice of t, e«xl,Yd,L)<rl2; whence
e«x,Y),L)<r, a contradiction. 0
LEMMA 8. Let > be an admissible preference relation on a locally compact,
convex subset X of IR N, and let S,B be compact subsets of X. Then for each
e> 0 there exists t> 0 such that if >' is admissible and D( >, > ') < t, then
u( >" B,x):5 u( >,B, x) +e for all x in S.
PROOF. Fix e>O, and construct compact subsets H,K of X with SeHeK,
such that
(i) if e(x,H)<e, then xEK,
(ii) e(~,C(>',x»=e(~,HnC(>',x» whenever XES, ~EB, and >' is
admissible.
To do this, first choose the compact set HeX so that 11~-x'il>II~-xll
whenever ~ E B, XES, and x' EX - H; then choose the compact set K so that (i)
obtains. Let u be a utility function for >, and construct A as in Proposition
3. As u is uniformly continuous on bounded subsets of X, there exists r>O such
that if x z e K and u(z»U(x)+A(e), then e«z,x),L)~r. Using Lemma 7,
choose t>O such that if >'EP(X), D( >, >')<t,x,zEK, and e«z,x),L)~r,
then Z > 'x. Consider such >', any x in S, and any Y in H n C( > ,x). Choose
Z such that e(y, z) < e and u(z) > u(y) + A(e)~ u(x) + A(e). Then x, Z E K, and so
e«z,x),L)~r; whence z >"«. Thus for each ~ in B we have
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whence
e(~, C( >',x»~e(~,Hn C( >,x» + e
=:e(~,C( >,x»+e~u( >,B,x)+e.
As ~ E B is arbitrary, it follows that u( >', B,x) ~ u( >, B,x) + e. :.J
L.EM\1A 9. Let > be an admissible preference relation on a locally compact,
convex subset X of fRN, let S, B be compact subsets of X, and let e> O. There
exists t> 0 such that if >' is admissible and D( >, > ') < t, then
u( >, B,x)~ u( >', B,x) + 3e for all x in S.
PROOF. Construct compact subsets H, K of X with S C He K, such that
(i) if XE X and e(x, Sv«:e, then XE H;
(ii) e(~,C(>',x»=:e(~,HnC(>',x» whenever >' is admissible, ~EB, and
XES;
(iii) e(~, C( >, x» =: e(~, K n C( >, .r) whenever ~ E B and x E H.
By Lemma 5, there exists an operation fJ from fR + to fR + such that
sup{e(x, »:XE >'n(HxH)}<e
whenever e>O, >' is admissible, and D( >, >')<fJ(e). With <5 as in ULN and
e>O, let
t= fJ(min{e, <5(e)} ).
Consider>' in P(X) such that D( >, > ') < t. Let XE S and ~ E B. Given yin H
with y>'x, choose xl,YI such that lix-xd<min{e,<5(e)}, I!Y-YI~<e, and
YI > XI' Then, by (i), XI E H; whence, by (iii), there exists X2 in K n C( >, XI)
such that 11~-x21~<e(~,C(>,xl»+e.By ULN, there exists z>x such that
Ilz-x211 <c. Hence
e(~, C( >,x»~ R- z] ~ R-x2li + c<e(~, C( >,XI» + 2e
~ II~ - YII! + 2e -s II~ - yll + 3e.
Since Y is an arbitrary element of H such that Y > 'x, and as >' is locally non-
satiated, we see from (i) and (ii) that
e(~, C( >,x» ~e(~, C( >',x» +3c -su( >', B,x) + 3e.
As ~ E B is arbitrary, the desired conclusion now follows. :J
Here, at last, is the
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. Taken together with Propositions 2 and 3, Theorem
1 shows that for each > in P(X), u( >, . ) is a continuous utility function
representing >.
Since
\'
lu( > ,x) - u( > ',x')! -s L rn!u( > ,Bn-x) - u( >', Bn,x')1 + L 2 n+ I
n-I n~v+1
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for all admissible >, >I and all x, x' in X, to prove the pointwise continuity of
the map >-+ u( >,.) it is enough to show that for each admissible >, each
e>O, each n, and each compact subset S of X, there exists t>O such that
~u(>,Bm·)-u(>',Bm·)is:s3ewhenever >' is admissible and D(>, >/)<t.
To do this, we simply invoke Lemmas 8 and 9.
On the other hand, to prove the pointwise continuity of the map
(>, x) -+ u( >, x) it is enough to show that given >, e,n, and a compact set Sex,
we can find r>O such that
whenever >I is admissible, D( >, >') < r, x, x' E S, and (}(x, x') < r. To this end,
let co be a modulus of continuity for u( >, Bn> . ) on S. By Lemmas 8 and 9,
there exists t>O such that if >' is admissible and D( >, >/)<t, then for all x
in S,
and
u( >, Bnox):s u( >I, Bn,x) + 3e.
Let r= min {w(e), t}, and consider >'E P(X) and x,x' E S such that
D( >, >/)<r and (}(x,x')<r. We have
u(>',Bnox'):su(>,Bn>x')+e (by Lemma 8)
:su( >,Bno x) + 2e (by the choice of co),
and
u( >,Bnox):su( >,Bnox')+e
-su( >I, Bn>x') + 4e
from which (*) follows. 0
(by the choice of w)
(by Lemma 9),
For reasons discussed in the introduction to this paper, we expect that each
of the mappings proved pointwise continuous in Theorem 2 will actually be
uniformly continuous on compact subsets of its domain. In order to take a step
towards fulfilment of that expectation, we extend the notion of admissibility to
subsets of P(X), as follows.
Let X be a locally compact space, and I a set of preference relations on X
each of which is represented by a continuous utility function. We say that I is
an admissible set of preference relations if for each compact set KeX there
exists an operation t5 from IR+ to IR+ such that if e>O, >EI, a.b.x e K,
(}(a, b):s t5(e), and x ~ a, then y >b for some y with (}(x,y) < e. Clearly, if I is
admissible, then Ie P(X).
THEOREM 3. Under the conditions of Theorem 2, let I be an admissible set of
preference relations on X, and S a compact subset of X. Then
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(i) the mapping >-+ u( >,.) is uniformly continuous on 1:;
(ii) the mapping ( >, x) -+ u( >, x) is uniformly continuous on 1: x S.
PROOF. By inspection of the proof of Lemma 9, we see that for each compact
set BeX there exists t>O such that u(>,B,x)'5u(>',B,x)+3e whenever
>, >' E 1: and XES. On the other hand, the derivation of Step 1 in the proof
of Theorem 1 shows that if > is admissible, then, on a given compact set KeX,
there is a modulus of continuity for u( >, .) that depends only on the operation
c5 in condition ULN; whence {u( >, .): > E 1:} is equicontinuous on K. The
argument of the proof of Theorem 2 now readily adapts to enable us to
establish the desired conclusions. 0
Under the conditions of Theorem 3, we can prove classically (by a sequential
compactness argument using Corollary 3 on page 98 of [12D and intui-
tionistically that every compact subset of P(X) is admissible. The details of the
classical proof are left to the reader; here is a sketch of an intuitionistic proof.
Let 1: be a compact subset of P(X). First prove that:
If Be X is compact and e> 0, then there exists a>°such that to each > in
1: there corresponds y with e(y, B) < e and u( >,y) > u( >, x) + a for all x in B.
(t)
To do so, choose r in (0, e) so that
B,= {xEX:e(x,B):sr}
is compact, and for each > in 1: define
a( > )=sup{u( >,x) :XE B,} - sup{u( >,x) :XE B}.
The intuitionistic argument preceding Example 2 shows that a( > ) > 0. Hence
O<a=tinf{a(»: > E1:}, by (3.12) of [19]. We now easily obtain (t).
Using (t) and an argument like that in the first part of the proof of Proposi-
tion 3, next show that for each compact set KeX there exists an operation
,l. from IR+ to IR+ such that if > E1:, r>O, and xEK, then u( >,y»
> u( >, x) + ,l.(r) for some y with [x - yll < r. Finally, consider any compact set
K e X, and choose). as above. Since the map > -+ u( >, . ) is, from an intui-
tionistic viewpoint, uniformly continuous on L, it maps L onto a totally
bounded subset of C(X, [0, ID, and is therefore equicontinuous on K. With w
a common modulus of continuity for the functions u( >, . )on K, where > runs
through 1:, an argument like that in the second part of the proof of Proposition
3 shows that if e>O, > E1:, a.b.x e K, x >a. and Iia-bll<w().(e», theny>b
for some y with [x - yll < e. Hence L is an admissible set of preference relations.
In the presence of this intuitionistic argument, and in the absence of a recur-
sive counterexample, we are led to the
CONJECTURE. If X is a locally compact, convex subset of IR N , then every
compact subset of P(X) is admissible.
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If we can prove this conjecture, then we can prove the desired uniform con-
tinuity properties of the maps> -+u( >,.) and (>,x)-+u( >,x) in Theorem 3.
APPENDIX: ON PREFERENCE SYSTEMS
The following notion was introduced in [5], in order to produce a representa-
tion theorem for the related preference relation.
Let 1=(0,0), where 0 is a positive number or 00. Let (>,JcEI be a family of
binary relations on a nonvoid set X, and define
x> y if and only if x >tY for some e in I,
x~y if and only if VZEX(y>Z=x>z).
We say that ( >r.)tE I is a preference system on X if the following conditions are
satisfied.
PSI If x> y, then y > x is contradictory.
PS2 If x~x'>tY'~y, then x>r.Y'
PS3 If O<e+e'<o and x>r.+F.'y, then for each z in X, either x>tZ or
Z >c,y·
PS4 If O<e'::;e<o and x>r.Y, then x>r.'Y'
In that case, > is clearly a preference relation on X. In this context, such nota-
tions as C(x) will refer to this preference relation.
The following corollary of Theorem 1 is an improved version of the theorem
in [5].
COROLLARY. Let X be a locally compact, convex subset of IR N, let Xo be a
point of X, and let (rn) be a strictly increasing sequence of positive numbers
diverging to infinity, such that for each n, B; =B(xo, rn) is compact. Let( >Jr. E I be a preference system on X, with associated preference relation >,
such that the following properties hold:
(a) C(x) is locally compact for all x in a dense subset A of X;
(b) there exists an operation c from IN + x 1 to IR!- such that Ilx - yll ~ c(n, e)
whenever n E IN +, e e I, x,y E Bn, and x>cy;
(c) there exists an operation a from IN + x IR + to 1 such that if n E IN t , r> 0,
and XE Bn, then y >a(n,r)x for some y with Ilx-yll <r.
Then there exists a continuous utility function representing >.
PROOF. We need only show that> satisfies UC and ULN. Accordingly, con-
sider a,b in X with a >r. b, and any compact K C X. Choose n so that K C Bn ,
let r=c(n, e/4), and consider x,y in K with [x - yil < r. By PS3, either a > x or
x >tl2b. In the latter case, as the alternative x >r.14Y is ruled out by our choice
of x,y, and r, PS3 yields y > b. Hence > satisfies LlC,
Now define 0(e)=c(n,a(n,e)/2), and consider points a.b,x of K with
Iia-bll<o(e) and x >a. By (c), there exists y such that lix-yll<e and
y >a(n,t)x. Then y >a(n,t)a, so either y > b or b >a(n,t)l2a. Since the latter alter-
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native leads to the contradiction 110 - b II ~ ctn, a (n, 1:)12), we conclude that >
satisfies ULN. This completes the proof of the Corollary. ::::J
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